
“The  book ‘Flawed’ is about a girl who lives in a society , in 

which you get branded for any mistake you make .” 

 

Do You want the perfect world or just be yourself? 

 

Do not help any imperfect. That is one of the many rules in Celestine's world. The 17-

Year-old girl lives in perfection, because she is not only talented, young and 

beautiful, but also in a relationship with the perfect boy. Art is the son of the supreme 

court judge. Both already have made common plans for the future because the 

Graduation is imminent and another Choice than perfection is out of the question. But 

then Celestine, in a moment of fate, she acts on the gut, which is completely unusual 

for her. Not just a prison sentence could become her punishment, but also the 

branding as imperfect. Events overturn and Celestine no longer knows who is still a 

friend or already an enemy. Celestine tries to abolish the court against the 

imperfects. Is she successful? Well go and find out by yourself! 

Celestine undergoes an enormous transformation in the course of the plot, which is 

really well represented. At the beginning she is a perfect girl in a seemingly perfect 

world. Nevertheless, she stands out from her classmates, because she is not only 

interested in her boyfriend, but primarily in education and her family. Her interests do 

not change fundamentally, but her forced rethinking is authentically. 

The tension in this book called Flawed written by Cecelia Ahern was really 

unbeatable. After the story has begun and you are familiar with the people and the 

backgrounds, it is practically impossible to put the book down. The plot twists happen 

here one after the other, leaving the reader speechless. I would recommend the book 

to teenagers aged 16 and older, because the book is very political. We need to 

understand the whole relationship between the government, the caste system and 

the personal interests of different people. 
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